YOUR SOFTWARE TESTING
NEEDS A REBOOT

WHO CAN YOU TRUST?
Let’s face it. There’s a lack of clarity and transparency in software testing. Implementing and
overseeing tests require expertise in software, hardware, and infrastructure. As project
managers, you don’t have the bandwidth to design and manage testing.
So, you rely on your contractors to test the very solutions that you’ve hired them to build.
Unfortunately, contractors often inaccurately define testing criteria, focus on the wrong
areas of the program, and overlook crucial issues, leading to critical mission impacts and
costly fixes down the line.

It’s a conflict of interest.
If there was only an independent standardized software testing service that you could trust.
Well, now there is...

TE ST

TACTICAL EDGE STRATEGIC TESTING

TE|ST is an independent, unbiased, third-party testing service executed by modern
software experts. Our standardized testing procedure provides an end-to-end view
of your solution. Our comprehensive tests are customized to fit your program’s
requirements, producing an easy-to-understand and weighted analysis. You’ll know if
your software has passed or failed and what needs to happen next.

A Testing Service You Can Trust
TE|ST is an impartial assessment of technical projects. Our team
of modern software experts has created a standardized process
that delivers functional, quality, and security tests. Our testing isn’t
“one-size-fits-all.” We target each test, taking your project’s
priorities and goals into account. Our team provides an end-to-end
analysis that you can trust, whether it’s analyzing code quality,
security, cloud-readiness, or software deployability.

Modern Software Expertise
Tactical Edge is a service-disabled veteran-owned small
business. We are a best-in-class logistics and supply chain IT
solutions company with a proven track record of designing and
implementing software for the world’s largest supply chain,
The United States Military.
Our TE|ST team is comprised of modern software engineers and
industry experts with an in-depth understanding of software,
cloud development, and advanced technology. Recognized by
large Department of Defense projects for the depth and quality
of our testing expertise, resources, and tools.

A Return on
Your Investment

The goal of software testing is to catch bugs early. Overlooking critical
issues during testing leads to mission impacts and costly fixes later.
TE|ST provides an end-to-end view of the state of your software.
Our easy-to-understand reporting empowers your organization to
make the critical decisions that save money.

DATA-DRIVEN DECISION MAKING
Tactical Edge | Strategic Testing validates, verifies, and scores your project in a process-driven model.
Your team will walk away with the confidence and support to make data-driven decisions.

Our Process
1 / REVIEW Our team collaborates
with you to identify goals, testing
priorities, areas of focus. Together, we
determine the weighted testing criteria.

3 / EXECUTE Our team executes
testing across our core disciplines.

5 / DELIVER The TE|ST team delivers
all scripts, plans, and findings in a clear
step-by-step documented package for
replication and evaluation by your team.

GATE

2 / PLAN The TE|ST team outlines workflows,
infrastructure, testing scripts, and system
analysis. We define what will be measured
and what success or failure looks like.

4 / ANALYZE Our team analyzes data
to produce an easily understandable
and unified test report with clear
actionable directives.

The Unified TE|ST Report

Aggregate Score: B- (81%)

Our 2-3 page unified TE|ST report is an aggregate that makes
current state and trends easily viewable. Our team creates a
weighted spider graph (right) that provides a clear view of how
your system performs across all areas of focus.

Functionality

Maintainability
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Security

Deployability

FInally, a software testing report that’s easy to understand
and sharable across your organization, with clear next steps
to address any deficiencies.
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Performance

Test Focus Areas
Our TE|ST team provides an accurate, holistic evaluation of your system. With expertise that expands
across all modern software development, cloud deployment, and many other technologies.
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For a consultation on the new TE|ST service, contact:
Megan Gerstenfeld | Product Lead for Strategic Testing Services
at megan.gerstenfeld@tacticaledge.us

